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Abstract
Worldwide communication bandwidth growth has largely been driven by (1) multimedia demands, (2) multicommunication-
point demands and (3) multicommunication-rate demands, and has increased dramatically over the last two decades due to
e-commerce, internet communication and the explosion of cell-phone use, in particular for in-flight services, all of which
necessitate broadband use and low latency. In order to accommodate this huge surge in demand, next generation “mega-
constellations” of satellites are being proposed combining a mix of heterogeneous unit types in LEO, MEO and GEO orbital
shells, in order to provide continuous lower-latency and high-bandwidth service which exploits a wide-range of frequencies
for fast internet connections (broadband, which is not possible with single satellite-type orbital shell systems). Accordingly, in
this work, we develop a computationally-efficient digital-twin framework for a constellation of satellites around an arbitrary
planet (“Planet-X”). The rapid speed of these simulations enables the ability to explore satellite infrastructure parameter

combinations, represented by a multicomponent satellite constellation design vector �
def= (number of satellites, satellite

orbital radii, satellite orbital speeds, satellite types), that can deliver desired communication signal or camera coverage
on “Planet-X", while simultaneously incorporating satellite infrastructural resource constraints. In order to cast the objective
mathematically, we set up the system design as an inverse problem tominimize a cost function via a GeneticMachine Learning
Algorithm (G-MLA), which is well-suited for nonconvex optimization. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the
framework.

Keywords Constellations · Satellites · Machine-learning

1 Constellations of satellites

A satellite constellation is defined as a system of artificial
satellites which provides continuous global coverage over a
planet. This eliminates two key problems encountered with
single satellite systems, namely intermittent coverage and the
lack of backup redundancy. The key components of a satellite
constellation infrastructure are:

• Number of satellites,
• Satellite orbital shells,
• Satellite orbital speeds and
• Satellite types.
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Satellite constellations are fundamentally different to
satellite clusters, which orbit as a group in a fixed formation,
and to satellite fleets, where each satellite operates individ-
ually. Most satellites perform missions that fall into one of
three categories: planet observation, navigation, or commu-
nications. There are almost 10,000 active satellites in Earth’s
orbit as of the end of 2023 and it is estimated that 60,000 will
be in operation by 2030. The majority of satellites operate in
a circular orbit, in three main classes (Figs. 1, 2 and 3):

• Low Earth Orbit (LEO): 300–2000km in altitude, which
are usually less expensive and have shorter useful oper-
ational lifetimes, relative to higher-altitude satellites.
Since they travel at much higher speeds, and at lower-
altitudes, their coverage is shorter and more limited than
higher-altitude satellites, illustrated by summing the cen-
tripetal and gravitational forces in the radial direction for
a stable circular orbit for j th satellite
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Fig. 1 Parameters in a satellite constellation comprised of a variety of
heterogeneous satellites in varying orbital shells with varying rotational
velocities

m j
d2r j
dt2

= −m j
v2j

r j
= −GMem j

r2j
= 0 ⇒ v j =

√
GMe

r j
,

(1.1)

wherem j is themass of the satellite, r j is the radius of the
satellite orbit,Me is themass of Earth andG is the univer-
sal gravitational constant. To illustrate the dimensionality
of such systems, the International Space Station orbits
at about 400km and Iridium, a satellite phone provider,
orbits its satellites at about 780km, while a commercial
passenger aircraft flies at an altitude of about 10km. The
International Space Station travels at about 7.7km per
second.

• Medium Earth Orbit (MEO): 2000–35,000km in altitude
and is more expensive to launch and maintain, but still
requires constellations for complete coverage, despite
having longer and larger coverage than individual LEO
satellites. Most MEO satellites, however, orbit at an alti-
tude of between 18,000–24,000km, for example the GPS
constellation orbits at 20,200km.

• Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO): 35,786km in alti-
tude, chosen so that the satellite moves at the same
angular velocity as Earth’s rotation (ω j = ωe), so it
appears still (with period of one sidereal day), achieved
by setting the velocity of a satellite to be v = r jωe in
Eq. (1.1):

v j = r jωe =
√
GMe

r j
⇒ r j =

(
GMe

ω2
e

)1/3
, (1.2)

Fig. 2 Coverage by LEO, MEO and GEO systems (not drawn to scale)

where ωe is the angular velocity of Earth’s rotation. A
satellite orbiting directly over the equator will remain
above the same ground location throughout its orbit,
which is referred to as a Geostationary orbit, while a
Geosynchronous orbit wanders slightly, but returns to the
same location at the same time each day, with an orbital
period of 23h, 56min and 4s. Satellites in GEO travel at
about 3.1km per second. To attain geosynchronous Earth
orbit (a) a spacecraft is first launched into an elliptical
orbit with apoapsis altitude of approximately 35,786km
(this is the geosynchronous transfer orbit) and (b) the
rocket then circularizes the orbit by turning parallel to
the equator and firing its rocket engines (apogee motor).
Wenote that aGraveyard orbit is achievedwhen a satellite
is to be decommissioned-it is pushed to geosynchronous
orbit plus 300km.

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) constellations have thus far been
the most common, with the driving factors being that

• They are the least expensive to maintain and launch,
• They have lower communication latency than larger
orbits, such as MEO or GEO,

• They have lower power requirements and
• They are necessary because of the limitation of smaller
coverage of a single LEO satellite (Figs. 2 and 3).

Prominent examples of satellite constellations include Star-
link, Iridium, Globalstar, Orbcomm communications in
LEO and Global Positioning System (GPS), Galileo and
GLONASS for navigation in MEO. There are a variety of
classical constellation patterns [such as theWalker Delta and
Star Patterns (Walker [1, 2])] that are used for such systems,
however, theymake assumptions about regular patterns, sim-
ilar orbital shells, etc. In general, the farther a satellite is from
the Earth’s surface, themore sophisticated the satellite equip-
ment needs to be to perform its mission, thus, LEO satellites
generally cost less than those in larger orbits and have simpler
and less power-intensive payloads. Generally, satellites with
smaller payloads have correspondingly lower mass and cost
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Fig. 3 Left: ground stations and distribution of different sized satel-
lites, each with different orbits (all circular in this case) and varying
speeds (from upcoming simulations described later). Right: signal

strengths (nondimensional)shown on the surface of Planet-X are the
signal strengths received from all of the satellites

less than those with higher mass. Additionally, LEO launch
costs are lower because less energy is required to lift satel-
lites to lower altitudes. Thus, in summary, LEO satellites are
less expensive than larger MEO and GEO satellites, but are
less capable.

1.1 Objectives

Worldwide communication bandwidth growth has largely
beendrivenby (1)multimedia demands, (2)multicommunication-
point demands and (3) multicommunication-rate demands,
which has increased dramatically over the last two decades
due to e-commerce, internet communication and the explo-
sion of cell-phone use, in particular for in-flight services,
all of which necessitate broadband use and low latency. The
term “broadband” is synonymous with high-speed internet,
as currently defined by the US Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) as a minimum of 25 Megabits per sec-
ond (Mbps) download and 3 Mbps upload. Broadband is a
high-capacity transmission technique using a wide range of
frequencies, which enables a large number of messages to be
communicated simultaneously. In order to accommodate this
huge surge in demand, next generation satellite “megacon-
stellations” are being proposed combining a mix of different
satellite types in LEO, MEO and GEO orbital shells, in
order to provide continuous low-latency and high-bandwidth
service which exploits a wide-range of frequencies for
fast internet connections (broadband is difficult with single
satellite-type orbital shell systems). This motivates multi-
ple orbital shells and a variety of satellite types, etc. Most
notably, Starlink plans to have 12,000 satellites by 2026 in
multiple orbital shells. For a wide survey and cross-section

of the literature on satellite constellations, see Curzi et al.
through Polishuk et al. [3–56]. Accordingly, in this work, we
develop a computationally-efficient digital-twin framework
for a constellation of satellites around an arbitrary planet
(“Planet-X”, Fig. 1). The high speed of such simulations
enables the ability to explore which satellite infrastructure
parameter combinations, represented by a multicomponent

satellite constellation design vector �
def= (number of satel-

lites, satellite orbital radii, satellite orbital speeds, satellite
types), can deliver desired communication signal or camera
coverage on “Planet-X”, while simultaneously incorporating
satellite infrastructural resource constraints. In order to cast
the objective mathematically, we set up the system design as
an inverse problem to minimize a cost function via a Genetic
MachineLearningAlgorithm (G-MLA),which iswell-suited
for nonconvex optimization. Numerical examples are pro-
vided to illustrate the framework.

2 Fundamentals of satellite dynamics

2.1 Newton’s law of gravitation for multiple bodies

The fundamental equation for gravitational interactionbetween
bodies is given by (Fig. 4, ignoring relativistic effects)

Fgrav
i = −Fgrav

j = − Gmim j

||r j→i ||2
r j→i

||r j→i ||︸ ︷︷ ︸
n j→i

= − Gmim j

||r j→i ||3 r j→i . (2.1)
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For multiple bodies, j = 1, 2, . . . , Ns , the force on i is

Fgrav,tot
i = −

N∑
j=1, j �=i

Gmim j

||r j→i ||2
r j→i

||r j→i ||︸ ︷︷ ︸
n j→i

= −
N∑

j=1, j �=i

Gmim j

||r j→i ||3 r j→i = −Fgrav,tot
j . (2.2)

The governing equation for motion becomes

d(m jv j )

dt
= Fgrav,tot

j + Fother
j

def= Fext
j (2.3)

where Fother
j accounts for thrust, drag, etc. and Fext

j is the
total of the external forces.

2.2 Simplifying assumptions for the unilateral
2-body problem

We make a number of simplifying assumptions (Fig. 4)

• The losses in mass are negligible:
dm j
dt ≈ 0,

• There is one dominant gravitational source: Planet-X,
• The coordinate system is centered at Planet-X’s center;
assumed stationary.

These assumptions lead to (||r j || = r j )

m j v̇ j = Fother
j − GMpxm j

r3j
r j

def= Fext
j . (2.4)

Later in the work, we will discuss other key aspects of clas-
sical orbital mechanics of satellites.

2.3 Governing equations for satellite dynamics in
two dimensions

Referring to Fig. 5, for an object with position vector r j ,
general 2D (orbital plane) motion is given by

r j = r j er , (2.5)

where r j is the magnitude of r j and er is the radial unit
vector, which leads to

v j = ṙ j = ṙ j er + r j ėr = ṙ j er + r j θ̇ j eθ , (2.6)

where v j is the velocity and θ j is the angular coordinate and
eθ is the angular unit vector, which yields the acceleration
(a j )

a j = v̇ j = r̈ j = r̈ j er + r j er + ṙ j θ̇ j eθ + r j θ̈ j eθ + r j θ̇ j eθ

= (r̈ j − r j θ̇
2
j )er + (r j θ̈ j + 2ṙ j θ̇ j )eθ . (2.7)

This leads to the following governing equations

m j (r̈ j − r θ̇2j ) = Fother
jr − GMpxm j

r2j
(2.8)

and

m j (r j θ̈ j + 2ṙ j θ̇ j ) = Fother
jθ . (2.9)

2.4 Governing equations for satellite dynamics in
three dimensions

The extension to 3D, starts similarly with (Fig. 5)

r j = r j er , (2.10)

which yields

v j = ṙ j er + r j θ̇ j sin φ j eθ + r j φ̇ j eφ, (2.11)

which leads to

a j = v̇ j = r̈ j = (r̈ j − r j θ̇
2
j sin

2 φ j − r j φ̇
2
j )er

+ (r j θ̈ j sin φ j + 2ṙ j θ̇ j sin φ j

+ 2r j θ̇ j cosφ j )eθ + (r j φ̈ j + 2ṙ j φ̇ j

− r j θ̇
2
j sin φ j cosφ j )eφ. (2.12)

This provides the following governing equations

m j (r̈ j − r j θ̇
2
j sin

2 φ j − r j φ̇
2
j ) = Fother

jr − GMpxm j

r2j
(2.13)

and

m j (r j θ̈ j sin φ j + 2ṙ j θ̇ j sin φ j + 2r j θ̇ j cosφ j ) = Fother
jθ

(2.14)

and

m j (r j φ̈ j + 2ṙ j φ̇ j − r j θ̇
2
j sin φ j cosφ j ) = Fother

jφ . (2.15)

2.5 Numerical methods (for any coordinate system)

Generally, when numerical methods are employed, Cartesian
formulations are preferred. For example, consider

m j v̇ j = Fext
j , (2.16)
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Fig. 4 The basis of gravitational
interaction and the
Planet-X-satellite system

Fig. 5 Nomenclature for
equations of motion and
spherical coordinates for 3D
orbits

where Fext
j is a general force vector comprising gravity, thrust

adjustment forces, etc., yielding, with explicit time stepping

v j (t + �t) − v j (t)

�t
≈ 1

m j
Fext

j (t) ⇒ v j (t + �t)

= v j (t) + �t

m j
Fext

j (t). (2.17)

By the same approach, for the position vector

r j (t + �t) − r j (t)

�t
≈ v j (t) ⇒ r j (t + �t)

= r j (t) + �tv j (t). (2.18)

2.6 Steady-state circular orbits

In the case of a steady-state planar circular orbit, simplified
dynamics follow (the coordinate system is centered at Planet-
X’s center, also assumed stationary):

• One generates an orbital plane at a prescribed angle
(Fig. 6),

• Place the angular velocity vector at the center of “Planet-
X”,

Fig. 6 Generation of an orbital plane

• Compute the instantaneousorbital velocity vector,v j (t) =
ω j × r j (t),

• Increment the predicted position, r̂ j (t + �t) = r j (t) +
�tv j (t),

• Compute the altitude correction (radial return), r j (t +
�t) = r j

(
r̂ j (t+�t)

||r̂ j (t+�t)||
)
, where r j is the orbital radius.

The direct altitude correction to attain a perfectly circu-
lar orbit replaces the need for the force-based formulation
(Eq.2.17), where the forces would counteract losses due to
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gravitational pull and drag. This is more direct, simpler and
exact, due to the assumption of a circular orbit. Later in the
work, we consider power to maintain circular orbits at pre-
scribed speeds as well as general (noncircular) orbits.

3 Objectives andmodel problem

3.1 Overview

We now construct a cost function which represents (1) the
coverage of the planet by the constellation and (2) the expense
of deploying andmaintaining the constellation. The coverage
of the planet is relatively straightforward, since it is essen-
tially geometric (Fig. 3), although the coverage quality will
decay with distance, which we embed into the performance
metrics via an exponential decay of coverage strength. The
costs associated with the expense of deploying andmaintain-
ing the constellation will be simplified, using the following
general trends:

• More satellitesmakes the systemmore expensive toman-
ufacture and to manage in orbit,

• Larger orbits provide better coverage, but are more
expensive, due to launch power needed for larger orbits,

• Faster traveling satellites are more expensive, due to the
power needed to maintain faster orbital speeds and

• Larger satellites provide better coverage, but are more
expensive, due to launch power needed and more power
needed to operate and maintain orbit.

These are generalized simplifications, since there is poten-
tially significant couplingbetween these trends. Furthermore,
there is an expense in maintaining a circular orbit at a certain
speed (see Eq.1.1), balanced by possible solar recharging
features. A more detailed framework would need to focus on
the specific type of satellites deployed, which is outside the
scope of the current work, but will be discussed further in
the summary. In order to cast the objective mathematically,
we set up an inverse problem as a Machine Learning Algo-
rithm (MLA); specifically a GeneticMLA (G-MLA) variant,
which is well-suited for nonconvex optimization.

3.2 Overall algorithm

The algorithm is as follows for as population of Ng
i ground

sites to be covered (i = 1, 2, . . . Ng) on the surface of Planet-
X.

• STEP 1: For the constellation Infrastructure (Fig. 7),
there are 4 key parameters, the number of satellites, the
satellite orbits, the satellite orbital angular velocities and
the satellite sizes (0 ≤ RAND ≤ 1):

• Satellite number: Ns
o ≤ Ns

j ≤ Ns,max, where Ns
j =

Ns
o + (Ns,max − Ns

o) × RANDj ,
• Satellite orbital radii: rso ≤ rsj ≤ rso × (1 + (�rs − 1) ×
RANDj ), where 1 ≤ �rs ≤ �rs,max,

• Satellite orbital speeds: ωs
o ≤ ωs

j ≤ ωs
o × (1 + (�ωs −

1) × RANDj ), where 1 ≤ �ωs ≤ �ωs,max and
• Satellite sizes: Ls

o ≤ Ls
j ≤ Ls

o × (1 + (�Ls − 1) ×
RANDj ), where 1 ≤ �Ls ≤ �Ls,max.

• STEP 2: Using the methods described in the previous
section (for circular orbits), compute the dynamics of the
bodies j = 1, 2, . . . , Ns , for the time period selected
r j (t), r j (t + �t), r j (t + 2�t), . . . , r j (T ) (Fig. 7).

• STEP 3: Extract the following orbital quantities:
• The received ground signal strength for ground site i ,
scaled by the smallest satellite size mo, with exponential
distance decay (Fig. 7):

Sgi/ j = So︸︷︷︸
nominal signal strength

× m j

mo︸︷︷︸
satellite size scaling

× Ii/ j
||rsj − rgi ||︸ ︷︷ ︸
overhead scaling

× e−d||rsj−rgi ||︸ ︷︷ ︸
distance decay

, (3.1)

where So is the signal strength, which is unit less for the
purposes of this model problem, but could represent a
variety of metrics, such as wattage, optical resolution,
etc. The “satellite size scaling” by mass mo represents a
simply way to account for the power of satellite j relative
to a nominal satellite represented bymo. This expression
also accounts for degradation of the signal (Sgi/ j ≤ So) is

the satellite is not directly (rsj �= rgi ) overhead (“overhead
scaling”). This model accounts for basic trends and could
be enhanced if a “library” of specific satellite types were
introduced. The projection onto the surface normal at
ground site i , and the relative position vector (rsj − rgi )
between the satellite j and the ground position i (Fig. 7)
is given by

Ii/ j = (rsj − rgi ) · ngi (3.2)

• The total signal strength fromall satellites j = 1, 2, . . . Ns

Sg,toti =
Ns∑
j=1

Sgi/ j . (3.3)
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Fig. 7 Left: Steady-state
circular orbit calculation. Right:
The relative position vectors for
the performance metric
calculations

• The average error in the signal received for all of the sites
at a given moment in time

Eg,tot,ave(t) =
√√√√ Ng∑

i=1

(
Sg,toti (t) − Sg,target

Sg,target

)2

. (3.4)

• The total time simulation error average

〈Eg,tot,ave(t)〉T = 1

T

∫ T

0
Eg,tot,ave(t) dt

def= �(s), (3.5)

where �(s) is a cost function.
• A cost for the satellite number:

1 ≥ �Ns def= �Ns − 1

�Ns,max − 1
≥ 0, (3.6)

• A cost for the satellite orbital radii:

1 ≥ �rs def= �rs − 1

�rs,max − 1
≥ 0, (3.7)

• A cost for the satellite orbital speeds:

1 ≥ �ωs def= �ωs − 1

�ωs,max − 1
≥ 0 (3.8)

and
• A cost for the satellite sizes:

1 ≥ �Ls def= �Ls − 1

�Ls,max − 1
≥ 0. (3.9)

Figure8 illustrates the results for a sequence of the orbital
performance. Shown on the surface of Planet-X are the signal
strengths received from all of the satellites.

• STEP 4: Constellation Performance: With these quanti-
ties in hand, one can construct the total cost function:

�(�) = 1∑5
i=1 wi

⎛
⎜⎝w1�

(S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
signal cost

+ w2�
Ns︸ ︷︷ ︸

satellite cost

+ w3�
rs︸ ︷︷ ︸

orbit cost

+ w4�
ωs︸ ︷︷ ︸

speed cost

+w5�
Ls︸ ︷︷ ︸

size cost

⎞
⎟⎠ (3.10)

where � = (�1, . . . , �N ) is the design vector of system
parameters and theweights are 0 ≤ w1, w2, w3, w4, w5 ≤
1, each of which indicate the relative importance of the
particular objective.

4 System parameter search: machine
learning algorithm (MLA)

The rapid speed at which these simulations are completed
gives researchers the ability to explore inverse problems
seeking to determine the parameter combinations that can
deliver the smallest cost function. In order to cast the objec-
tive mathematically, we set up an inverse problem as a
Machine Learning Algorithm (MLA); specifically a Genetic
MLA (G-MLA) variant, which is well-suited for nonconvex
optimization. Following Zohdi [57–65], we formulate the
objective as a cost function minimization problem that seeks
system parameters to match a desired response, by minimiz-
ing �(�) in Eq. (3.10), by varying the design parameter sets
(i = 1, 2, ...,)

�i def= {�i
1,�

i
2,�

i
3, . . . , �

i
N }. (4.1)

The system parameter search is conducted within the con-
strained ranges �

(−)
1 ≤ �1 ≤ �

(+)
1 , �

(−)
2 ≤ �2 ≤ �

(+)
2

and �
(−)
3 ≤ �3 ≤ �

(+)
3 , etc. These upper and lower limits
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Fig. 8 A sequence of the orbital performance. Shown on the surface of Planet X are the signal strengths received from all of the satellites

would, in general, be dictated by what is physically feasible
(Fig. 9).

4.1 Algorithmic details

Herewe followZohdi [57–65] in order tominimizeEq. (3.10),
which we will refer to as the composite “cost function”. Cost
functions such as Eq. (3.10) are nonconvex in design parame-
ter space and often nonsmooth. Their minimization is usually
difficult with direct application of gradient methods. This
motivates derivative-free search methods, for example those
found in Machine Learning Algorithms (MLAs). One of the
most basic subsets of MLAs are so-called Genetic Algo-
rithms (GAs), or as we refer to them in this work, Genetic
MLA (G-MLA). Typically, one will use a GA first in order to
isolate multiple local minima, and then use a gradient-based
algorithm in these locally convex regions or reset the GA to
concentrate its search over these more constrained regions.
GAs are typically the simplest scheme to start the analysis,

and one can, of course, use more sophisticated methods if
warranted. For a review of GAs, see the pioneering work
of Holland [66, 67], as well as Goldberg [68], Davis [69],
Onwubiko [70] and Goldberg and Deb [71].

4.2 Generalities

TheMLA/GA approach is extremelywell-suited for noncon-
vex, nonsmooth, multicomponent, multistage systems and,
broadly speaking, involves the following essential concepts:

1. POPULATION GENERATION: Generate a parameter
population of genetic strings: �i .

2. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:Compute performance
of each genetic string: �(�i ).

3. RANK STRINGS: Rank them �i , i = 1, . . . , S.
4. MATING PROCESS: Mate pairs/produce offspring.
5. GENEELIMINATION:Eliminate poorly performinggenetic

strings.
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Fig. 9 The basic action of the
Genetic MLA (G-MLA, Zohdi
[57–65])

6. POPULATION REGENERATION: Repeat process with
updated gene pool and new random genetic strings.

7. SOLUTIONPOST-PROCESSING:Employgradient-based
methods afterwards in local “valleys”, if smooth enough.

4.3 Specifics

Following Zohdi [57–65] the algorithm is as follows:

• STEP 1: Randomly generate a population of S starting
genetic strings, �i , (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , S) :

�i
def=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�i1
�i2
�i3
...

�iN

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(4.2)

• STEP 2: Compute fitness of each string �(�i ), (i=1,…,
S)

• STEP 3: Rank genetic strings: �i , (i=1,…, S)
• STEP 4: Mate nearest pairs and produce two offspring,
(i=1,…, S):

λi
def= � ◦ �i + (1 − �) ◦ �i+1 def=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

φ1�
i
1

φ2�
i
2

φ3�
i
3

...

φN�iN

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

+

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1 − φ1)�
i+1
1

(1 − φ2)�
i+1
2

(1 − φ3)�
i+1
3

...

(1 − φN )�i+1
N

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(4.3)

and

λi+1 def= � ◦ �i + (1 − �) ◦ �i+1 def=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

γ1�
i
1

γ2�
i
2

γ3�
i
3

...

γN�N

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

+

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1 − γ1)�
i+1
1

(1 − γ2)�
i+1
2

(1 − γ3)�
i+1
3

...

(1 − γN )�i+1
N

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(4.4)

where for this operation, the φi and γi are random num-
bers, such that 0 ≤ φi ≤ 1, 0 ≤ γi ≤ 1, which are
different for each component of each genetic string.

• STEP 5: Eliminate the worst performing M strings and
keep top K parents and their K offspring (K offspring+K
parents+M=S).

• STEP 6: Repeat STEPS 1–6 with top gene pool (K off-
spring and K parents), plus M new, randomly generated,
strings.

• IMPORTANTOPTION: Rescale and restart the search
around best performing parameter set every few genera-
tions

Remark 1 If one selects the mating parameter	 to be greater
than one and/or less than zero, one can induce “mutations”,
i.e. characteristics that neither parent possesses. However,
this is somewhat redundant with introduction of new random
members of the population in the current algorithm.

Remark 2 If one does not retain the parents in the algorithm
above, it is possible that inferior performing offspring may
replace superior parents. Thus, top parents should be kept for
the next generation. This guarantees a monotone reduction
in the cost function. Furthermore, retained parents do not
need to be ranked or reevaluated, making the algorithm less
computationally expensive. Numerous studies by the author
have shown that the advantages of parent retention outweighs
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inbreeding, for sufficiently large population sizes. Also, we
note that this algorithm is easily parallelizable.

Remark 3 After application of such a global search algo-
rithm, one can apply a gradient-based method, if the cost
function is sufficiently smooth in that region of the parame-
ter space. In other words, if one has located a convex portion
of the parameter space with a global genetic search, one
can employ gradient-based procedures locally to minimize
the objective function further, since they are generally much
more efficient for convex optimization of smooth functions.
An exhaustive review of these methods can be found in the
texts of Luenberger [72] and Gill, Murray and Wright [73].

5 Model problem

The system was optimized (Eq.3.10) varying the following
four parameters (and ranges) introduced earlier:

• Satellite number: Ns
o ≤ Ns

j ≤ Ns,max, where Ns
j =

Ns
o + (Ns,max − Ns

o) × RANDj ,
• Satellite orbital radii: rso ≤ rsj ≤ rso × (1 + (�rs − 1) ×
RANDj ), where 1 ≤ �rs ≤ �rs,max,

• Satellite orbital speeds: ωs
o ≤ ωs

j ≤ ωs
o × (1 + (�ωs −

1) × RANDj ), where 1 ≤ �ωs ≤ �ωs,max and
• Satellite sizes: Ls

o ≤ Ls
j ≤ Ls

o × (1 + (�Ls − 1) ×
RANDj ), where 1 ≤ �Ls ≤ �Ls,max.

The desired target values were:

• Thedesired target average received signal: 〈Sg,tot,des〉T =
20.

• Satellite number (the lower bound): Ns
o ,

• Satellite orbital radii (the lower bound): rso ,
• Satellite orbital speeds (the lower bound): ωs

o and
• Satellite sizes (the lower bound): Ls

o.

6 Tests with variations in weights

The design parameters � = {�1,�2 . . . �N } were opti-
mized over the search intervals (4 variables): �−

i ≤ �i ≤
�+

i , i = 1, 2, . . . 4. We used the following MLA settings:

• Number of design variables: 4,
• Population size per generation: 24,
• Number of parents to keep in each generation: 6,
• Number of children created in each generation: 6,
• Number of completely new genes created in each gener-
ation: 12,

• Number of generations for re-adaptation around a new
search interval: 10 and

• Number of generations: 100.

The algorithm was automatically reset around the best gene
every 10 generations. The entire 100 generation simulation,
with 24 genes per evaluation (2400 total designs) took a few
minutes on a laptop, making it ideal as a design tool. We
note that, for a given set of parameters, each complete simu-
lation takes on the order of 0.1 s, several thousand parameter
sets can be evaluated in well under an hour, without even
exploiting the inherent parallelism of the MLA/GA.

Figure10 shows the reductionof the cost function (Eq.3.10)
for the four parameter set for various weighted objectives.
Shown is the performance of the best performing gene (red)
as a function of successive generations, as well as the aver-
age performance of the entire population (green). Table 1 and
Fig. 10 illustrate the results. The trends are as follows:

• As Cases 2–6 {w1 = 1, w2, w3, w4, w5} indicate, as
wi → 1, for i = 2, 3, 4, 5, the tradeoff between Planet-
X coverage and satellite constellation infrastructural cost
becomes apparent.

• For Case 1 {1, 0, 0, 0, 0}, where there is no weighted
consideration for constellation infrastructural costs, the
best satellite constellation infrastructural design required
141 satellites with a relatively large orbital spread, allow-
ing for more coverage for single satellite in larger orbits.
The orbital speed and satellite size were not particularly
important variables.

• For Cases 2–6 {w1 = 1, w2, w3, w4, w5}, as wi → 1,
for i = 2, 3, 4, 5, the infrastructural costs of having
larger orbits begins to dominate, leading the algorithm
to push for lower orbits, which requires more satellites to
attempt tomeet the coverage and a corresponding tradeoff
between global signal coverage over Planet-X’s surface
and constellation cost.

7 Summary and extensions

This work developed a digital-twin framework for a constel-
lation of satellites. The fast simulation speed allows one to
explore inverse problems that seek parameter combinations,
represented by a multicomponent vector of comprised of

• Satellite number,
• Satellite orbital shells,
• Satellite orbital speeds and
• Satellite sizes,

which can deliver desired system performance. In order to
cast the objective mathematically, we set up an inverse prob-
lem as a Machine Learning Algorithm (MLA); specifically
a Genetic MLA (G-MLA) variant, which is well-suited for
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Fig. 10 Left: The red plot is the
cost function associated with the
best performing gene and the
green function is the average
cost function of the entire
population. In all cases, the
minimization stabilized between
150–200 generations. Top left to
right and top to bottom:
{w1, w2, w3, w4, w5} =
{1, 0, 0, 0, 0},
{1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1},
{1, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25},
{1, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5},
{1, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75},
{1, 1, 1, 1, 1}

nonconvex optimization. Numerical exampleswere provided
to illustrate the framework. The extensions to such an anal-
ysis are wide ranging, in particular including more complex,
noncircular orbits and transfer maneuvers between orbital
shells. As was mentioned in the body of the work, the sim-
plified cost function represents (1) the proper coverage of the
planet by the constellation and (2) the expense of deploying
and maintaining the constellation. While characterizing the
coverage of the planet is relatively straightforward, since it
is essentially geometric (Fig. 3), the costs associated with the
expense of deploying and maintaining the constellation were
simplified, using the following general trends:

• More satellites make the system more expensive to man-
ufacture and to manage in orbit,

• Larger orbits provide better coverage, but are more
expensive, due to launch power needed for larger orbits,

• Faster traveling satellites are more expensive, due to the
power needed to maintain faster orbital speeds,

• Larger satellites provide better coverage, but are more
expensive, due to launch power needed and more power
needed to operate and maintain them in orbit.

These are clearly generalized simplifications, since there is
potentially significant coupling between these trends. Fur-
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74 thermore, there is an expense in maintaining a circular orbit

at a certain speed (see Eq.1.1), requiring the calculation of
the energy needed for each satellite, Wj , j = 1, 2, . . . , Ns

Wj =
∫ T

0
Fother

j (t) · v j dt, (7.1)

using the general Eqs. (2.10)–(2.15). Depending on the type
of satellite, one could also incorporate the possibility of
solar recharging. As indicated, more detailed analysis would
need to focus on the specific type of satellites deployed,
which is outside the scope of the current work, but which
is being pursued by the author. Further extensions to this
analysis for general satellite dynamics should include non-
circular orbits and energetic costs of inter-orbital transfers,
such as the Hohmann Transfer [74] process, whereby one (1)
makes direct ascent to a low parking altitude and (2) transfers
to a higher circular orbit by means of an elliptical transfer
orbit which is tangent to both circular orbits. Accordingly, in
closing, we outline some general orbital characteristics that
emanate from the orbital trajectory equation.

7.1 General orbital trajectories

The conservation of angular momentumwill be useful in fur-
ther orbital analysis. Froma freebody diagramof the satellite,
in the absence of thrust, the position vector r and the force
F are collinear, thus (Fig. 4)

d

dt
Ho = Mo = r × F = 0 ⇒ Ho = r × mv = constant,

(7.2)

where Ho is the angular momentum around the planet center
(o) and Mo is the the sum of external moments in the system,
which is a form of the statement of conservation of angular
momentum. Thus, for any two locations (a) and (p) in orbit
(Fig. 11)

Ho(ra) = ra × mva = r p × mv p = Ho(r p). (7.3)

A particularly useful quantity is the specific angular momen-
tum h = r × v = H

m , which helps with the solution to the
trajectory equation, introduced earlier

m j r̈ j + GMpxm j

r3j
r j = 0 ⇒ r̈ j + μpx

r3j
r j = 0, (7.4)

where μpx = GMpx . Let us again consider a single satel-
lite, j = 1, thus eliminating the need for subscripts j =
1, 2, . . . , Ns . Following Bate et al. [75] as a guide

r̈ + μpx

r3
r = 0 ⇒ r̈ = −μpx

r3
r, (7.5)
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and taking the cross-products of both sides with h, yields

μpx r̈ × h = −μpx

r3
r × h

= h × μpx

r3
r

= μpx

r3
(r × v) × r

= μpx

r3
(v(r · r) − r(r · v))

= μpx

r
v − μpx

ṙ

r2
r, (7.6)

where r · ṙ = ||r||||ṙ||, since r and ṙ are collinear. Also
noting that

μpx
d

dt

( r
r

)
= μpx

r
v − μpx

ṙ

r2
r, (7.7)

and

d

dt
(ṙ × h) = r̈ × h + ṙ × dh

dt
= r̈ × h + 0, (7.8)

yields, from Eq. (7.6)

d

dt
(ṙ × h) = μpx

d

dt

( r
r

)
. (7.9)

Integrating both sides leads to

ṙ × h = μpx
r
r

+ K , (7.10)

where K is a vector constant of integration. Taking the dot
product with r on either side

r · (ṙ × h) = r ·
(
μpx

r
r

+ K
)

(7.11)

and utilizing the vector identity, a · (b × c) = c · (a × b)
yields (h = ||h|| and K = ||K ||) leads to

h2 = μpxr + r Kcosθ (7.12)

and thus

r =
h2

μpx

1 + K
μpx

cos θ
= p

1 + e cos θ
, (7.13)

where p is known as the trajectory parameter and e is the
eccentricity.

Fig. 11 Points during orbit: p = periapsis (minimum radius) and a =
apoapsis (maximum radiius)

7.2 Conic sections and orbits

Equation (7.13) describes conic sections (Fig. 12)

r = p

1 + e cos θ
, (7.14)

where e = c
a and p = a(1 − e2) (except for a parabola):

• e = 0 is a circle,
• 0 < e < 1 is an ellipse,
• e = 1 is a parabola and
• e > 1 is a hyperbola.

The minimum orbital radius, known as periapsis, is

rmin = p

1 + ecos(0)
= a(1 − e) (7.15)

and the maximum, known as apoapsis, is

rmax = p

1 + ecos(π)
= a(1 + e). (7.16)

Utilizing, p = h2
μpx

and defining the specific potential energy
(E), one can show (for example see Bate et al. [75])

E = 1

2
v · v − μpx

r
= h2

2r2p
− μpx

rp

= μpxa(1 − e2)

2a2(1 − e)2
− μpx

a(1 − e)
= −μpx

2a
. (7.17)

Thus

p = a(1 − e2) = h2

μpx
⇒ e =

(
1 − p

a

)1/2
and

a = −μpx

2E
, (7.18)

and for any conic section
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Fig. 12 Conic sections which describe various orbits

Fig. 13 Differential area of an
elliptical orbit

Fig. 14 Orbital changes and the
Hohmann [74] transfer orbit
process

e =
(
1 + 2Eh2

μ2
px

)1/2

. (7.19)

If E < 0 then the orbit is a circle or ellipse, if E = 0
the satellite has achieved escape velocity and if E > 0 the
orbit is a parabola or hyperbola. The eccentricity can also be

characterized as

e = ra − rp
ra + rp

. (7.20)

The angular momentum is

h = r2
dθ

dt
⇒ dt = r2

h
dθ ⇒ d A = 1

2
r2dθ (7.21)
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and (Fig. 13)

dt = r2

h
dθ = 2

h
d A ⇒

∫ T

0
dt =

∫ A

o

2

h
d A, (7.22)

thus, the period is

T p = 2πab

h
. (7.23)

Also, since b = √
a2 − c2 = √

a2(1 − e2) = √
ap and

h = √
μpx p, thus

T p = 2π

μ
1/2
px

a3/2. (7.24)

In the special case that a = b, a circular orbit arises and

T p = 2π

μ
1/2
px

r3/2c . (7.25)

For circular orbits

E = −μpx

2rc
= v2

2
− μpx

rc
⇒ vc =

(
μpx

rc

)1/2
, (7.26)

or, equivalently, from a freebody diagram

m
v2

r
= GMpxm

r2
⇒ vc =

(
μpx

rc

)1/2
, (7.27)

which is equivalent to Eq. (1.1).

7.3 Changes in orbits

A relatively straightforward way to characterize the cost of
changing from one orbit to another, is from a basic work-
energy principle. For an object in stable (drag-free, loss-less)
orbit the total potential energy is constant (system energy
input �Wa→b = 0)

(
1

2
mv · v − GMpxm

r

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

orbit point a

+ �Wa→b︸ ︷︷ ︸
for a loss-less orbit=0

=
(
1

2
mv · v − GMpxm

r

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

orbit point b

= constant, (7.28)

where m is the mass of the satellite and Mpx is the mass of
the planet and rpx is the radius between them.1 However, for

1 From this, one can ascertain the “escape” velocity for a non-propelled
object to escape gravitational pull by setting the second-state velocity

orbital changes (Fig. 14), a cost is incurred, namely incre-
mental energy �WO1→O2 �= 0

(
1

2
mv · v − GMpxm

r

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Orbit #1

+�WO1→O2︸ ︷︷ ︸
�=0

=
(
1

2
mv · v − GMpxm

r

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Orbit #2

. (7.30)

As mentioned in the body of the work, there are eco-
nomical ways to induce in-plane orbital changes, such as
the so-called “Hohmann Transfer” [74], which is an energy-
efficient way to shift from one circular orbit to another
coplanar orbit by (Fig. 14),

• Making direct ascent to a circular low altitude parking
orbit and

• Transferring to a higher circular orbit by means of an
intermediate elliptical transfer orbit which is tangent to
both circular orbits,

specifically by following these three steps:

• Step 1: Place the satellite in a circular “parking orbit”,
• Step 2: Pulse (thrust) at a key position yielding a tem-
porarily elliptical “transfer orbit” and

• Step 3: Pulse at another key position yielding a permanent
circular orbit.

This process is extremely energy-efficient, but takes longer
than more complex aggressive thrust-control processes-such
precise adaptive feedback control processes, which require
numerical methods to ascertain guidance. For extensive
details, we refer the reader to the classical treatise of Bate
et al. [75]. There are even more energy-efficient methods
designed for interplanetary navigation, known as the Inter-
planetary Transport Network (ITN), utilizing gravity-assist
from planet to planet, for which we refer the reader to Lo
and Ross [76] for more details. The incorporation of more
complex (non-circular) orbital configurations and inclusion
of adaptive feedback controlmaneuvers in the overall digital-
twin model are the subject of current research by the author.

Footnote 1 continued
to be zero and the radius to be infinity:

(
1

2
mve · ve − GMpxm

rpx

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

launch

= 0 + 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
second state

⇒ ve =
(
2GMpx

rpx

)1/2
.

(7.29)

With Earth’s parameters, Mpx = Me and rpx = re, this corresponds to
ve ≈ 11,200m/s.
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